III. Monism

and pluralism

1. IVIONIST AND

PLI'RALIST CHOICE

If

we are to discuss choice, we also have to touch upon the problem of monism and
pluralism. According to Stocker, choice prÊsupposes pluralism. He says: 'Plural values
a¡e the rule rather than the exception.' The three marks of plurality '- quditative differences, lacks, and different sorts ofjudgement - are central to choice.' Stocker gives an

example:
That of the choice of how to get across town. Supposc rba¡ I ûrsr considered walking, øking a
taxi, driving, or øking the bus. The t¿xi was ruled out as being too costly, and the walking as
being too slow. I thus had to choose betwcen the car and the bus. Deliberation involvcd weighing
such different considerations as these: the car is quicker, but rhe bus is cheaper; taking the car
requires finding a parking space, but taking the bus prevenrs me from retuming just whenever I
want, and so on. (STOCKER 1990: l7E.)

Stocker makes four claims about this exa^mple:
First, it is an unloaded and pcrfectly typical case ofa choice. Second, it involves plural values
e.g. pleasanness, time, money and what it can s¿curc, frecdom, ease - and the decision is reachcd
by balancing and choosing among them. Third, it admits of a reasoned conclusion. Fourth, it may
well be that both options a¡c rcasonable. It may be reasonable to take thc bus or to take the car.
Such cases as this one do admit of a rcasoæd decision, whether uniqu€ or noL The consequence
of denying this is that, once again and conúary to the way it seems to us, our lives a¡e adrift on a
sea of un¡eason and even our simplest and most straighúorward acts and decision involve radically
ungrounded choice. (STOCKER 1990: 178-179.)
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In the following we will try to discover whether Confucius inclined more to monism
or pluralism or whether he was able to inhabit a middle ground between these two
poles. These questions are relevant in the discussion of contemporary ethics, as Railton
says: 'Talk of pluralism and dilemma is everywhere in the ai¡ in contemporary ethics.'
(RerroN 1992:-720.) However, dilemmas are possible also in monism, for example in
connection u/ith the keeping of promises (Sn¡NorT-ARMSTRoNG 1988:73-77).
[t is possible that Confucius' moral thinking has pluralist elements at some level
without being basically pluralistic. (Brcr¡n 1992:708.)

Monism holds that there is one single value or one and only one fundamental ethical
principle (Hnr 1992: 743) according to which ethical behavior is assessed. However,
Stocker sees that there is a monistic choice, but in this type of choice we never sacrifice
one value for another. For example, the monistic hedonists make all choices on the basis
of thei¡ one and single value, i.e. pleasure (Srocren 1990: 169).
If Confucius is a monist he must have one single most important value according to
which he evaluates all other values and actions. Secondly, he must not have in this case,
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any characteristics of pluralism, such as allowing for qualitatively different evaluative
considerations or that even the best act can be lacking in some way. (Srrocrcm 1990:
168-169.)
The qualitatively different evaluative considerations for pluralists are that there are

different sorts of goods, like lying on beach and discussing philosophy, and not simply
different sources of one sort of good. The pluralists choose among differcnt sorts of
goods, not simply the amount of good. 'They can recognize that choice importantly involves determining which values to pursue and which to forgo.' In monism there is
neither need for a choice nor an opporn¡nity to choose befween different values. 'We
never have to consider whether it is worth missing out on or sacrificing one value for
another. In monistic choice, the only evaluative relevant difference between options is
how they sta¡rd to one evalua¡ive consideration - one value.' (Sr,ocrm 1990: 169.)
If a pluralistic characteristic is to be seen in Confucius' thinking, he should assess or
evaluate different types of values. He should consider which values can be sacrificed
and for which values.
The second cha¡acteristic of plurality is to lack a good. Some lacks mean thar the life
is not good. For example, if life has no sensual pleasure, this is contrasted with the good
or ideal life. Because as far as the life lacks sensual pleasures, it cannot be regarded as a
good üfe.
Lacks can have other usages as well. $/hen the agent chooses between sensual
pleaswe, such as lying on a beach, and understanding, as in discussing philosophy, this
meaß that he forgoes one option. The forgone option can be seen as a disappointrnent,
something which was in one's grasp, but let go. In addition, 'a life could be lacking in a
particular good even if the life is as good as circumstances allow.' The monists, too,
may think in this way, but the pluralists, unlike monists 'can also regret missing out on
and lacking a particular sort of good.' (Sroclen I 990: l7Èl 7 l.)
Many find it problematic to compare the different values in pturality as contrasted
with the comparison of instances of the very same value in monism. Stocker solves this
difficulty by introducing higher level synthesizing categories. If we try for example to
choose between the pleasure of lying on a beach and the understanding obtained from
discussing philosophy, 'we may invoke what I will call a higher-level synthesizing caægory' in order to choose ben¡¡een these. 'Once we have fixed upon the higher synthesizing
category, we can often easily ask which option is better in regard to that category and
judge which to choose on the basis of that.' (Srocr,cn 1990: 17l.)
To facilitate the comparison between different values in pluralism, Stocker introduces
evaluative judgements made in th¡ee different ways: The higherJevel synthesizing
category is not only a simple collection of lower level goods which a¡e covered by it.
Rather it introduces new evaluative features, like the Aristotelian eudaimonia is related
to its constituting lower-level goods, such as pleasure. The higherlevel synthesizing
category collects the lower-level goods together and balances them 'in regard to each
other in evaluatively distinctive and proper ways. And such balance is not one of the
original lower-level goods.' (Srocx¡n 1990: 172.)
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According to this fi¡st evaluative judgement of different values, we rnay ask whether
confr¡cius has any such higher-level synthesizing category, for example jen, which is
said to include several kinds ofvirtues and which balances them in regard to each other.
The second relation the higher level synthesizing category and the lower level good
is evaluative. The question is evaluative whether the pleasure on the beach will lead to a
well-spent day, 'or whether this pleasure would make for a day better spent than would
that understanding' obtained from discussing philosophy. (Stocker 1990: 173.)

Thirdly, the comparisons ofplural values can involve several higher-order synthesizing
categories. Discussing philosophy may be a betrer spent day thaû lying on the beach,
but lying on the beach may be sensually more pleasing. In orde¡ to know what to do we
have to take all the different facto¡s into account. We judge between plural considerations,
and these considerations are those of higher-level synthesizing categories. (Srocrrn
1990: 173.) rù/e should note critically that if there were only one higher-level synthesizing
category, we could easily slip to monism.
We may ask critically: can these various lower level categories which we have to
take into account be just anothe¡ na¡ne for the collection or summary of the lower-level
goods? Ifso, then the higher-level synthesizing category isjust 'a simple collection or
summary of the lower-level goods it covers', and we approach monism. In other words:
what makes a list of 'discussing philosophy and lying on the beach' a lisr of new evaluative features and aot a simple summary of lower-level goods? (Srocxcm' 19fr:. I73-L74.)

Stocker sees the difference between monism and pluralism in choosing activities:
One may choose for example discussing philosophy, because one feels the need of
intellectual training more than enjoyment on the beach. Nonetheless in this case one can
regret that one has missed out on the enjoyment on the beach. [n monism this kind of
difference does not exist. Monism answers to all questions of moral choice in the same
way: how do the options stand to that one value. (Sroc¡cn l99O: L74-175.) If we apply
this to monism, suppose our single value is intellectual development. We would choose
discussing philosophy because it serves better this single value. However, if we have
discussed it already for five hours, we may choose lying on beach, because it would
give a suitable creative pause for our thinking and thus serve our single value of

intellectual development. In pluralism we judge these two values separately, as single
units. We do not relate these to some leading view.
Stocker's theoretical discussion above shows that we could define a simple pluralism.
This would be a list of different values, a kind of value depaÍrnent store, from which
one could buy or select anything one thinks fit. One may take lying on a beach. When
one gets tired of that, one may take judo, or reading novels. In this pluralism one may

change one's interests freely. Secondly, different persons may take what they want
without minding what the neighbour takes. One person may take lying on beach, reading
novels, judo, etc. Another may take working hard and sitting in a restaurant in the
evenings. A thfud one may take working hard during the daytime and attending religious
activities during the week ends. These are just values as such without any necessary
logical interconnections, or goals.
A more sophisticaæd pluralism is that there are higher level synthesizing categories,
which include, coordinate, and balance the lower level ones. The different higher level
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categories are judged as single, sepa¡ate units. Critically, we have to say that

if we have
one single higher level synthesizing category, to which the lower ones can be reduced,
(Wou 1992:785) and which includes the lower ones, then we easily slip to monism. In
this case we easily have a pluralistic language, but in actual fact we approach a monist
position. It is possible to hold such a leading principle even without knowing it.
Another position may be a simple monism: we have only one value, and ever¡hing
else serves it. rWe may have the one value of being a good Christian. One may have an
occupation, but use all one's income for the single purpose of helping the needy, because
a good Christian loves one's neighbour. Then one uses all one's free time for the same
purpose, to attend Sunday services, Bible classes, mission activities, etc. Even when
such a person buys a car, he buys it to be able to take part in the activities of the church
and to distribute Bibles and Christian literature for example among those he hopes
would read them. All this serves one purpose: to be good Cbristian. This moral system
would involve the belief that all other people should be good Christians as well. This
monist would recognize that there a¡e other values, but he himself follows only this one
value, and nothing else.
When we take Stocke/s theory, the distinction between monism and pluralism becornes
more sophisticated. We have the higherJevel synthesizing category, which points towards
one value in monism. However, there is some difference, in the ends at least, which are
many in pluralism, but in monism just one. If we want to understand Stocker's disúnctions,
the evaluative features ofthe higher-level synthesizing category are more 'rational' or
complex than just a list of features. One has to consider their interconnections and
mun¡al balance and to evaluate how they contribuæ towards their higher-level synthesizing
category. Pluralism appears more clearly when Stocker says that there a¡e many higher-

level synthesizing categories. The whole picture is a kind of constnrction, where one has
the main higher-level synthesizing categories. Each of these consists of lower level
goods which have certain complex preferences and interconnections and relationships to
their higher level synthesizing category. We may also suppose, although Stocker does
not point it out, that one lower level good may contribute to one or more higher level
synthesizing category.
Susan Wolf takes pluralism in the following way and points out the difficulty of
choice between moral values in pluralism:
Pluralism in ethics, as I understand, is the view that therc is an irreducible plurality ofvalues or
principles that are relevant to moral judgment. While the utilitarian says that all morally signiñcant
considerations can be reduced to quantities of plcasure and pain, and the Kantian says that all
moral judgment can be reduced to a single principle having to do with respect for rationality and
the bearers of rationality, the pluralist insists that morality is not at the fundamental level so
simple. Moreover, âs many use thc tcrm, and as I shall use it in this essay, the pluralist believes
that the plurality or morally signiñcant values is not subject to a complete rational ordering. Thus,
it is held that no principle or decision procedure exists that can guarantee a unique and determinate
answer to every moral question involving a choice among different fundamental moral values or
principles. (11/O[F 1992: 785.)

With the reservations mentioned above, we may take Stocker's theory

as a starting

point when looking into Confucius'thinking about choice, in order to determine whether
he has a monistic or pluralistic frame of reference, or both.
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2. CONIUCIUS AND THE

MARI$ OF PLURALITY

2.1. Qualitative differences of valucs
2.

I.

l.

Monistíc statenzents

In the following, we will examine whether Confucius evaluates different types of values
and whether he considers which values can be sacrificed and for what reason. Secondly,

we will examine whether he deliberates about lacking a good and thirdly whether his
thinking has a specific sort ofjudgment in the form of higher-level synthesizing categories
which are needed to compare different values. These categories may introduce new
evaluative feafi¡res, organizing and balancing them. The relation between a higher level
category and a lower level good is evaluative, and there may be several higher level
synthesÞing categories.
There a¡e some statements which gestue towards monism:
The Masær said, With those who follow a different

IV"y iË it is useless to tâke counsel. (Al.I.

l5:39.)
Tzu-cheng said, He who sides with moral force (ra) ffi but only to a timiæd extent, who believes
in the Way, but without conviction - how ca¡¡ one count him as with us, how can one count him
as not

with

us?

(Al.I. l9:2.)

The disciples of Tzu-hsia asked Tzu+hang about intercourse with others. Tzu-chang said, What
does Tzu-hsia tell you? He replied saying, Tzu-hsia says: Go with thos¿ with whom it is proper to
go; Keep at a distance those whom it is proper to keep at a distance. Tzu chang said, That is
different from what I have becn told: A Gentleman rtverËnces ¡hose that excel, but 'frnds room'
for all; He commends the good and pities the incapable. Do I myself greatly excel others? In that
case I shall certainly find room for everyone. Am I myself inferior to others? In that case, it
would be others who would keep me at a distance. So that thc qucstion of keeping others at a
distance does not arise. (AN. l9:3.)

Master Tseng said, Chang is so self-important.
by side with such a man. (Al.[. 19:16.)

It

is ha¡d to bccome Good

Ë

when working side

These refer to the idea that Confucius and his disciples a¡e the only ones who have
found the right Way, tao É. However, this does not imply that this tao carrnotinclude
different values and âssessment of them.
2.1.2. Sacrifice of values

We will fust discuss whether Confucius ponders which values can be sacrificed (D¡¡¡Cotc¡¡ 1992:225) and then whether Confucius assesses or evaluates different types of
values.

The following opinions may be regarded as indicating that Confucius does consider
whether certain values can be sacrificed: The 'wealth and rank' ÈtrË desired by
everyone and which Confucius himself appreciated, and even life should be sacrificed
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ÊFffi

must be tolerated if they cannor be
avoided except to the detriment of the way Ë. (AN. 4:5, 8:13.) The undemanding lifestyle of Confucius' favorite disciple Hui reflects simila¡ sentiments (Al.[. 6:9).
Confucius wants to sacrifice the values of material wealth for the value of not doing
wrcng:

for the Way. 'Poverty and obscurity'

The Master said, Ue who soeks only coarse food to ea¡, water þ drink and bent arm for pillow,
will without looking for it fiad happiness to boot. Any thoughr of accepting wealth and rank by
means that I know to be wrong is as rcmote from me as the clouds that float above. (AN. 7.15.
Sec also

Al'I.7:ll.)

When Yen Hui died, his father Yen Lu bcgged for the Maste/s carriage, that he might use it to
make the enclosure for thc cofñn. Tbe Master said, Gifted or not gifted, you have spoken of your
son and I will now speak ofmine. When Li died he had a cofñn, bu! no enclosure- I did not go on
foot in order that he migùt havc an enclosu¡e; for I rank next to the G¡ea¡ Officcrs and a¡r not
permined to go on foor (Al.l. I l:7.)

Confucius was ready to sacrifice some of the prestige of the funeral for his personal
prestige (AN. 11:7). The disciples gave to Yen Hui a'grand burial'. Conñ¡cius rÊgarded
this as a fault in them (AN. 1l:10).
In Al.I. 9:3 Confucius wanted to sacrifice the general practice in performing rites. He
preferred to follow the traditional prescriptions of rituals instead, because the general
practice was not more economical than the traditional prescriptions. In another instance
Confucius acted in a different way from the point of ecomony. Tzu-kung prefened to
save a sheep which was traditionally used in the offering for the first day of the month,
but Conñ¡cius preferred to offer it (AN. 3:17). Tzu-kung made this proposal because in
the state of Lu this ceremony had lost its signifigance, and in his mind it would be better
to prefer greater economy. Conñ¡cius had a conservative interest, and he waDted sacrifice
economy due to this interest (Dugs 1958: 251). Possibly Confucius' idea was that while
any paft of the ceremony \rras retained, there was a better chance of restoring the whole
(Lscce 1969: 161). Both these cases sho\4, that Confucius preferred antiquarian interests
and tried to find reasons to promote these against economic considerations. Also, the

ritual was a kind of 'trait complex' (Hoyr 1969:32\ which was difFrcult to change.
Oae's üfe may clearly be sacrificed for Goodness, in principle, at least. 'The determined

Ét

EÅ will not 'seek life at the expense of Goodness:
and it may be that he has to give his life in order to achieve Goodness' ft*S,[,{ãfr,,
ã#.HDllÈtr More literally: 'Do not seek life and ruin Goodness. Kill themselves to
schola¡'

and a good person

keep Goodness complete.' (AN. 15:8; LEccE 1969:297¡'

Csa¡¡ Mu 1976: 216. See also
AN. 15:34.) The 'True Knight of the Way' has a burden of Goodness. Confucius says
about this: 'and must \Ã'e not grant that it is a heavy one to bear? Only with death does
his journey end; then must we not grant that he has far to go?' (AN. 8:7.) The class of

t

knights, shih
'consisted of the younger sons of aristocrats, who had no opportunities
of holding hereditary off,rce, together with the descendants of the ruling families who
were dispossessed when their states were wiped out during this period of history, in
which the large states continued to eliminate their smaller neighbours.' Confucius belonged
to this class. (DewsoN l98l: 6l: Cnrel l95l: 100.)
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In one instance Confucius wanted to sacrifice justice for f¡liality. A son had to hide
the crime of his father. The attitude of a father towards his son should be the same. (AN.
l3:18.)
These cases do not show Confucius deliberating deepty about values to be sacrificed.
However, it is important to note that Confi¡cius has recognized this issue. He has indeed
recognized that there a¡e different values which can be weighed with each other. The

in Confucian thinking there are values which compete against each
other. This is one ofthe conditions for a choice, because 'every choice is a choice between competing values' (seuxa & BoNevec 1992: E09). In these cases, no matter
whether we call them sacrificing values or competing values, Confi¡cius has to choose
cases show that

one value and give up the other.

In this we see that the first condition for pluralism appears in Confucius'thinking,
implicitly or artifrcially, but clearly and explicitly, if not often and in no well

not just

developed way.
The evaluating of values can be presented in other ways as wetl (sruNc & Bor.¡EvAc
1992: 801). One way is to assess different values and to express the qualitative differences

benveen values. The Analects express these assessments in several instances.

2.1.3. Thc existence of diferentvalues
The existence of different values is recognized in the following:
The Master said, Who expecu to be able to go out of a hous¿ except by rhc door. How is ir rhen
thu no one follows this Way þ of ours? (AN. 6:15. See also AN. 7:28.)

Here Confucius recognizes the fact that although his tao

Ë

is the best one, it is not

followed by other people. Confucius goes still further in his anin¡de towards pluralism.
It is possible to say that he accepts to some degree other values than those which he is
advocating. This appears in that Confucius recognizes the existence of a value which
oPposes his opinion. He lets a person follow his own value which conflicts with a value
held by Confucius. One may, after a one year mourning period, start wearing silk brocades and eating good rice if one feels at ease doing so, although Confucius himself
despised this practice (AN. 17:21).

In addition to this anitude which seems to indicæe some degree of pluralisnu Confi¡cius
considers the qualitative differences ofvalues, or different qualitative options ofcertain
values. These qualitative options appear in Confucius'opinions about rituals, li ër-.
Confucius prefers to be too sparing rather than too lavish in therr: 'In ritual at large it is
a safe rule always to be too sparing rather than too lavish; and in the particular case

of

mouming-rites, they should be dictated by grief rather than by fear.' (AN. 3:4.)
The differences in the quaüty show that there are different values. There is the value
of being too lavish, which is opposite to what Confucius teaches. Confucius is not a
pluralist in the sense that he would accept both being too sparing and too lavish in
rituals at the sa¡ne time. Here he does not place two values beside each other and remain

indifferent in regard to thern
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'Human life is barbaric if it consists only in satisfying the needs necessary for
survival. As soon as we can choose the manner of satisfaction and atænd to less pressing
needs, cultu¡e enters.' (Kelcs 1987: 261.) Rituals here refer to culture and cultural
needs. Confucius placed a high value on these as rve saw above in his opinion about
offering a sheep. (AN. 3:17.)
This Confucius'choice of the ritual resembles a case in Sophocles's Antigone. In this
play,
Creon, King of Thebes, forbids the burial of his nephew, Antigone's brotlrer, Polyneices who
berayed Thebes. Tradition dictates ûnt the dead should bc bu¡icd by their family. The responsibility
falls to Antigone; she acccpf it, disobcys Crcon, and br¡ries her brother. Antigone has to choosc
between human and divine law; she chooscs the laner, and Creon, rcprcsentative of humar¡ law,
exacts the penalty she had known she must pay: ber death. (KEKES 1987:251.)

Although Confucius'case is less dramatic, still the spirit of the choice is the sas¡e.
Certain qualitative options are not tolerated for the knight:
The Master said, A Knight whose heart is set upon the rüay iË , but who is ashamed of wearing
shabby clothes and eating coarse food, is not worih calling into counsel. (AN.4.9.)

The qualiøtive cha¡acteristics of the Gentleman a¡e stated by Confucius, and to
possess the opposiæ of these characterisúcs or to deviate from them is to be a 'srrall
man', for example:
The Master sai4 A Gentleman in his dcalings with the world has neither enmities nor affections;
but wherever he sees Right if; he ra¡ges himself beside it (AN. 4:10.)
The Master said, Where gentlemen sct their hear6 upon moral force (tc) E, the commoners set
theirs upon the soil. Where gentlcmen think only of punishments, the commoners think only of
exemptions. (AN. 4: I

l.)

Competence is more important than the office itself, diligence is more important
than recognition:
The Master said, He does not mind not being in office; all he minds about is whether he has
qualities that entitle him to ofñce. He docs not mind failing to get recognition; he is too busy
doing the things that entitle him to recognition.

(4N.4:la.)

The Master said, A Gentleman takes as much trouble to discover what is right
take to discover what will pay fi.J . (AN. 4.16.)

*

as lesser men

The Master said, A Gentlem:rn covets the reputation of being slow in word but prompt in deed.

(4N.4:24.)

Even in these passages, Confucius has a clear attitude as to which qualities of the
values are preferable. He does not accept different qualities beside each other. 'A nice
calculation of one's chances of success was irrelevant.' (CREEL 1951: l4l.) He recognizes
the existence ofdifferent qualities, but he also states which he prefers.
Confucius is asked about the qualitative cha¡acteristics of Goodness E such as not
showing signs of elation when appointed to ofFrce and not showing signs of disappointment
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when dismissed from ofFrce or trying to ñnd a good minister in order to serve him, but
not finding one (AN. 5:18). These cha¡acteristics a¡e irrelevant for Goodness.
Vy'e have seen that Confucius placed some values higher than others. IVe will now
tum to an exarnination of which values he was prepared to forgo, and which he wished
¡g ref¡in.

2.1.4.

To

forgo values

Different values are placed in an order ofpreference. Stocker says: the pluralists 'can
recognize that choice importantly involves determining which values to pursue and
which to forgo.' (Sroacrn 1990: 169.) In the following Conñrcius expresses his ideas
about thiS.
One may forgo the minor considerations in administration:
When Tzu-hsia was l\¡arden of Chu-fu, he asked for advice about govenrment. The Master said,
ry to hurry things- Ignorc minor considcrations. If you hurry things, your personality will
not come into play. If you ler yourself be distacted by minor considerations, nothing imponant
will ever get finished. (AN. 13'17.)

Do not

The Mastcr said, tt is wrong for a Gentleman to have knowledge of menial mattcrs and prope.r
that he should be entrusted with great responsibilities. It is wrong for a small man to be entrusted
with great rcsponsibility, but propcr thar he should have a knowledge ofmenial maners. (AÀI.

l5:33.)

Blind ñdeliry is not needed, but consistency is necessary:
Tt¡e Master said, From a Gcntlema¡ consistency is expecred, but not blind frdeliry.

ffi4*

(AN.1s:36.)

+f|, ãfË,

One can be without eloquence, although one is allowed to be eloquent:
The Masær said, One who has accumulated moral power (re) will cenainly also possess eloquence;
but he who has eloqucnce does not necessarily possess moral power. A Oood Man will ccrtainly
also possess cowi¡ge; but a brave man is not necessarily Cood. ip E, ãæä,,1.ÊÈ,

T,X'Êæ.

trä,,bã 4. ââ, õ'X,ãtr

(AN. l4:5.)

ãâä,

In these passages confucius has choice-sets of values in which one value may be
given up and the other option is preferred (D,lt't-Cormr L992:225).In the last case both
options are possible, although one of them is preferred. In these cases the value is not
necessarily sacrificedbecause ofanother value. The question is not ofcompeting values
either. one value is preferred and the other may be sacrificed, or may prevail. If both
values prevail, this does not necessarily cause harm for the preferred value.
This idea, to promote some values and to forgo others, is a quite simple notion of
pluralism which can be found in Confr¡cius'thinking.
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2.1.5. The order of preference of the vaht¿s

In addition to forgoing values, Confucius places some values in a rank order, in an order
of preference. The order is: 1) to detight in something,2) to prefer sometling, 3) to
know something (Curuc Shu+e 1974: 352).
The Master said, To prefer it is better than only to know
prefer it. 7E,
Tfu*T¿É, tr7.ã,

fråã,

it

õfr#.¿ã

To delight in it is bettcr than merely to

(AN.

6: I 8.)

This expresses his attitudes towa¡ds knowing. This short aphorism impties rhar ro
prefer involves a movement of will and to delight involves sentimental considerations,
like enthusiasrn [t is quite clear that 'knowing' fu here refers to knowing some value of
good quality ,like ien or r¿a of Confucius. It is noteworthy that the highest degree is a
level which includes all the values of the two lower levels. The highest level includes
the values of lower levels. The lower values work as elements of the higher ones. This
may be regarded as a small example of a higher level synthesizing câtegory, which

will

be handled later.

In leading the people, Confucius prefers material considerations to cultural ones.
Before instruction there should be a good material basis: an abundant population and
material wealth. This ranking lisr, too, multiplying, enriching and instn¡cring people, is
accumulative. When there is instn¡ction, the population is already numerous and maærially

wealthy. (AltI. l3:9.)
The values

ofthe 'tn¡e knight't

a¡e ranked:

l) Tzu-kung asked, What must a man bc like in order ûrat he may be called a rue knight (of the
rüay)? The Master said, He who in tbe ñ¡rtherance of his own iDt€rests is held
back by scruples,
ffiEäFù, who as an cnvoy to far lands does not disgrace his prince's commission
may be called a mre knight.
2) Tzu-kung said, May I vennr¡e to ask who would who would rank next? The Master said, He
whom his relatives cornmend for filial ptety
his fellow-villagers, for deference ro his eldcrs.
3) Tzu-kung said, May I ventu¡e ro ask who would rank next? Thc lvfaster said, He who always
stands by his word È¿.fã, who undenakcs nothing that he does not bring to achievement 1?,1.
F. Such a one may be in the humblest possible circumstances, but all the same we must give hi¡
the next place.
Tzu-kung said, what would you say of those who a¡e now conducting the government? The
Masær said, Ugh, A set of peck-measures, not worth øking into accounL (AN. l3:20-)

ar€Ëãô

4

This ranking lists the knights according to their qualities in the order of preference. It
would be corect to suppose that here, too, the best knight has accumulated all the good
qualities of the knights of the lower ranks.
The principles of the ruler a¡e in a rank order which is designed to bolster the development of the individual to fit him to wield power. The ruler should have the inællectual
quality of wisdom ffi which brings him into power. Then he needs the moral quality of
Goodness, jen E, ro secure that power. After that he must govern with dignity
Z, and lastly he has to handle the people according to rhe prescriptions of ritual Ë. If
he fulfills all the other requirements, but fails in the last one he is still a bad ruler. (AN.
15:32; Crnjc Shu-te L974: 973.) In this rank order, ritual is held in higher esteem, so
much so that to neglect it will make all the other good qualities almost useless.

#jå#
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The passages discussed above testify that Conft¡cius spoke about the qualitative differences between values. He spoke about different sorts ofgoods, not different sources
of the same good, as monists do. He recognized that one may pursue one value and

forgo another. In this way, according to confircius, one may choose values. confucius
also speaks about sacrificing one value because of another. This presupposes that both
values a¡e goo4 but the chosen value is preferred. The value which is not preferred can
be obøined only when certain conditions prevail. Confucius goes even further than thæ.
He places values into an order of preference. He has schemes in which all the values of
the lower rank are incorporated into the higher rank.
This shows that Confucius hæ the first cha¡acæristic of pluratity. It should be mentioned

that this cha¡acteristic, ofqualitative differences ofvalues, is only very little discussed
in the Analects, but it appears clearly enough to legitimize the conclusion. This trend of
pluralism in the Analects will be better defined when we examine the second cha¡acæristic
of it, nanely the notion of lack

2.2.Leck
2.2.1. Ewnples of lack
The lack ofgood is the second characteristic ofplurality, as mentioned above. A life can
lack good as a whole if it lacks certain goods, such as those of sensual pleasure, despite

the fact that it may be rich in wisdom and honor. 'Because and in so fa¡ as the life is
defrcient in sensual pleasure, it is not a good life.' On the other hand, it is possible that
'a life could be lacking in a paficular good even if the life is as good as ci¡cumstances

allow.' (Srocrcn 1990: 170, 171.)
Confucius'thinking about lack or defects is a special and mostly unexplored area
although all the sayings about lack can be easily found in the Analects, including
several functions of lack or defects.

Confucius' opinions about defects or negative characteristics a¡e concentrated in
certain parts of the Analects, namely in books 4, 5, 6, 13, 14, 15 and L7:l-20.In addition to the different kinds of defects, books 4, 13 and 14 have another special feature,
namely that each chapter includes some kind of dual pattem of expression or thought
more or less explicitly presented. In some of the chapters the mentioned cha¡acteristics
are woven into ever¡hing that is said in the chapter or saying, in others the characteristics
cover only part ofthe chapter or saying.
The topics appear in varying clarity in almost all of the chapters of the mentioned
books (Nxxn n 1992: l l-12). This does not mean that it was Confucius' own idea to
group the sayings containing a defect into the menúoned parts of the Analects. It is
rather the compilen who were responsible fo this.

*

Some examples of the defects or negative characteristics are:
An intolerable defect, refraining, or consiciously omitting (P. G.
choose the company of the Good:

?',)

Smn¡ 1986: 16) to

The Master said, It is Goodness that gives to a neighborhood its beauty- One who is frec to
choose, yet do€s not prefer to dwell among the Good #FõËE or chooses not to dwell jez how can he be accorded the name of wisefr? (Af,I. a:1.)

Lau translates more according to Chu Hsi:
Of neighborhoods benevolence is the most beautiful. How can the man be considered wise who,
when he has the choice, does not settle in benevolence?

(LAU 1979:72.)

Here one is free to choose, and could choose differently from the recommendation
(Wr¡ss L942: 186), but one cannot be called wise if one chooses differently. (C¡n¡ Hsi
i952: 110. See also Ro¡qcs¡¡ 1988: 89; J. C. H. Wu 1974: lzl-16.)

*

The consequences of the lack of Goodness

E:

The Master said, lVithout Goodness a man cannot for long endure adversity, cânnot for long
enjoy prosperity. The Good Man rqsts content with Goodness; he that is mercly wise pursues
Goodness in the belief that it pays to do so. (AN. 4:2.)

*

Lack of sympathy:
Of the adage 'Only a Good Man knows how to like people, knou,s how to dislike them,' the
Masær said, He whose heart is in the smallest degrce set upon Goodness will dislike no one. (AN.

434.)

*

Lack of

a Gentleman, a

way of presentation:

Of Tzu-chien he said, A Gentleman indeed is such a one as he If the land of Lu werc indeed
without gentlemen, how could he have leamed this? (Al.f. 5'2.)

*

Defective ability to speak:
Someonc said, Jan Yung is Good, but he is a poor talker. The Master said, lVhat need has he to be
a good talker? Those who down others with claprap are seldom popular- Whether he is Good. I
do not know. But I see no need for him to be a good talkcr. (AN. 5:4.)

*

Inability to tum

one's merits to account:

The Master said, A man may be able to recite the rhree hundred Songs; bul if when given a posr
in the government, he cannot turn his merits to account, or when sent on a mission to far pans he
cannot answer particular questions, however extensive his knowledge may bc, of what use is ir to
him? (AN. l3'5.)

*

Defect of uprightness:
The Master said, If the ruler himsclf is upright, all will go well even though he does not give
orders. But if he himself is not upright, even though he gives orders, they will not be obeyed.
(AN.13:6.)

The circumstances in Wei are equaily as bad as in Lu

(Werrv 1964: 173):

The Masær said, in their politics Lu and Wei are still b¡others, (AN. l3:7.)
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*

Causing a defect:
The Master said, The 'honest villager' spoils tnre

viû¡e (t¿). (AN. 17:13.)

Thc Master said, To tell in thc lane what you have heard on the highroad is to throw merir (r¿)
away.

(AN- 17:14.)

These examples show that ttre lack or defect has been presented in many ways in the
Analects. The method of this chapær differs from the previous chapters, since here we
move in a more unexplored a¡ea. Literature on moral theory elaboraæs only very little
upon which defects are allowed or tolerated, which a¡e needed or necessary, and which
cannot be tolerated, and which are indifferent in or for certain conditions.

2.2.2. fhÊ fiotctíon of negative character¡sric¿s ín the Analects

In order to gain an overview of what conñ¡cius meatrt by his choices among defects, I
prefer to list them (see the prËsent study, p. 149) and the conditions in each book and try
to group them in classes. Each book should be handled separately, because, even though
the books have a common theme of defects, they still have other special features which
a¡e diflerent from each other. I will then analyze each group in order to see its significance
for preference and choice.

This study uses the following classification of negative characteristics in the Confucian
Analects:
l. Negative characteristics and their consequence
2. Not allowed negative characteristics
3. Necessary negative characæristics
4. Recommendable negative cha¡acteristics

5. Allowed negative cha¡acteristics
6. Impossible negative characteristics

7.Lack of

an experience

8. Realized negative characteristics
9. Possible negative characteristics
10. Elimination of negative cha¡acteristics.

This list of negative characteristics or lacks can be viewed in the light of Stocker's
theory.

The lacks which have consequences are mostly ethical. Such consequences are intellectual, moral, sociai and those which concern competence and the ability to govern.
These lacks can be said to cause at least some loss of the good life. Those lacks which
are not allowed, and where the agent is Gentleman, a general agent which is not mentioned, or a more specified person, can be said to be detrimental to the good life.
ln opposition to these lacks are the necessary lacks, which are not detrimental to the
good life, but which contribute to it. Some of these seem to be quite negative, such as
dislikes, faults, enmities, etc., but some are positive; only the way of expressing them is
negative, like not hurrying things, or to be pleased inconsistently with the rtray. The
agent is mostly Gentleman for whom it is recommended to have these negative characteristics in order to be successful in his office. The agent of the recommendable lacks is
34

more often a named person or a general one than Gentlema¡, which is mentioned only
once or rwice in this connection. The recommendable lacks are not necessary, and the
absence of them will not necessarily have an adverse effect upon his life. However,
their presence is advantageous for one's life. In this way they are positive. (See Louor¡c

1992:58-60.)
The allowed negative characteristics are mostly specified to a person. These a¡e allowed sometimes because of the circumstances, such as the fault not being an agentrs
own, a country not being ruled according to the Way and the special pres€nt situation.
These fall into Stocket's second category, where the life is as good as the circumstances
allow.
The impossible lacks are logical. The defects and experience a¡e those of Confi¡cius.
The realized lacks a¡e those which only exist, but about which there a¡e no value
statements on whether they are necessary, allowed or intolerable. It is understood,
although not said explicitly, that some lacks a¡e intolerable, and that some are irrelevant
or recommendable. The possible lack is only a statement. The elimination of the negative
characteristics is not very emphatic.

The list shows that in the background of Confucius' thinking, or at least of the
thinking in the Analects, there is a quite sophisticaæd scheme of negative cha¡acteristics.
Formally these express more than the lack of the good life and as good a life as circumstances allow. These lacks also describe the good life itself and also some necessary
conditions for such a life.
If we take pluralism and see it in the light of Conñrcius' opinions about lacks, \pe get
a more sophisticated pattem of thought than that which Stocker gives us. Stocker looks
upon defects as negative phenomena, but Conñ¡cius sees the positive sides as well. The
agent must have certain negative characteristics in order to have the good life. Moreover,
such characteristics vary in their strength, and Confi¡cius assessed the lacks in this
respect. Some a¡e necessary and some are only recommended, and some are allowed.
The decisive diffe¡ence in this respect between pluralism and monism is that the
monists 'can imagine that with a change of circumstances the life could have been
better, and they can complain that what is here and now the best possible is not better
than it in fact is'. The pluralist's re$ets in addition to this is to 'regret missing out on
and lacking a particular sort ofgood'. (Srocxrn 1990: 171.)
Confucius' view is that he does not always regret, but has an attitude to the lack of a
Paficular sort of good. In his thinking, one has rationally to decide or choose which
lacks a¡e regrettable and which are recornmendable and which are in between, more or
less indifferent lacks. If we see this in terms of pluralism, this respect of lacks in
Confucius' pluralism is more pluralistic than in Stockels theory.
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3.

HIGHER.LEVEL SYNTHESIANG CATEGORIES

3.I.

fq.

as a higher-level synthesizing category

In this context it will be necessary to compare different values. If Confi¡cius compares
different values with each others, he follows pluralism, but if he relates ever¡hing to
one value he follows monism.
Our frst task is to find the higher-level synthesizing categories in Conñ¡cian thinking.
Stocker's third point, in which the comparisons of plural values can involve several
higher-level synthesizing categories, is included in this listing of several Confr¡cius'
higher-level synthesizing categories. And then we have to discover what the lower-level
goods are, and what the relationships between the lower-level goods and the higherlevel
synthesizing categories nay be.

Any anempt to include all of Confucius' higher-level synthesizing categories would
entail an introduction to his enti¡e moral thinking. For our purposes it is enough to deal
with only the main characteristics a¡d to see whether he does indeed have higher and
lower-level categories.
In one instance confucius lists three categories, no, te and jen which we will take
here as the objects of our study and attempt to detennine to what extent these can be
seen as higher-level synthesi zing categories.
set your heart upon the w.y Ë (r¿o), support yourself by its power ffi (æ), leån upon Goodness
Çen ¡, seek distraction in the arrs (Music, archery etc.). (.4N. 7:6; CH'IEN Mu 1958: 2.)

E

There is general agreement among scholars that in Confucius' thinking the main
ethical concept, jen, includes other virtues, it is a sum of virtues.5 Jen E is the most
central and important ethical concept in the Confucian Analects. It appears 109 times in
52 different p"ss"g"s.' According to the Analects, jen includes the following goods:

ü8. Lustlessness, resoluteness, simplicity or'tree-like', reticence are
jen.
all close^,to
According to wing-tsit chan, this passage reflects the view that the
'schola¡-Gentleman is one of courage and strength' rejecting the idea that j¡l was to be
ElJ,

*t,

ÈÈ,

weak.?

t cn¡¡¡ t955: 298; cul 1972:130; H- D. sMm{ 1968: 43; SoNG t9B3:
58; ToNG t969:. 528:
TUNG Shu-yeh 1962: 18:' TU Wei-ming l98l:48t CO¡¡conoANCE 1972: 183-184. G¡imm has calculaæd the occurrences jen
'Wir finden in

t

of
inthe following way:
den ersten Kapiteln, also der einen Hälfre des Textes, die vermutlich die ältere ist,

insgesamt 28 Aussagen über JEN. Davon sind l0 positiv, 5 negativ, 13 indirekr unschreibend.
Gegenübcr diesem etwas über einem Drittel liegenden Anteil von positiven Aussagen finden wir
unter den insgesamt 30 Aussagen der Kapitel I l-20 genau die Hälfte als positive Aussagen, ihr
Antcil hâs also zugenommen. Entsprechend sinkt der Anteil von negativen plus indirekt unschreibenden
Aussagen von 647o in der ersten Hälfte auf 50% in der zweiten.' (GRn\ff\4 1976:, t3-14; cf. NIKKIL"E
1992:127.)

AN. 13:27,178. For the translations

s€e CHENG Shu-te l9?4: StZl LAU 1979:123;WALEY 1964:
178- 'M¿isla¡en sade: De principiellt orubblig4 de besluts"mrna, de trohjärUde och de i sitt tal
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Another list of things included in ien is: 'He who could put the five into practice
everywhere under Heaven would be Good.' The five a¡e:
Ë, Ë, &, H. Courtesy,
b¡eadth, good faith, diligence and clemency. This is followed by an explanation: .He
who is courteous is not scomed, he who is broad wins the multitude, he who is of good
faith is tn¡sted by the people, he who is diligent succeeds in all he undertakes, he who is
clement can get service from the people.'8 This explanation tries to consider the con-

*,

sequences and usages ofthese goods. Each ofthese goods has its own area ofapplication.

In this way an attempt is made to balance these goods in regard to each other in
practice. (Sroc¡<m 1990/: 172.)

In goveming the people, especially the barba¡ians,7an includes the following ihings:

'In private life, courteous, in public life, diligent, in relationships, loyal.' EËæ, fi,F
ü, 4^,t. (AN: 13:19; Lecce 1969: 271. See also CH.e¡{c Shu+e L974:845; Cu.æ¡.¡
Mu 1978:80.)
One lower level category, courage, is related to jen, the higher-level one in the
following way: 'A Good Man will certainly also possess courage F, but a brave man
Fã is not necessarily Good.'e These passages evaluate the goods and reflect the
relationships between the higber-level synthesizing category of jen

and,

the lower-level

goods.

Setchi says:
Many scholars try to explain it in the context of love, carc and perseverance. I agree that all these
virn¡es a¡e i¡cluded in
but none alone c¿ln rcprÊsent wløtJa. stands for, however imponant
"Iø¡,
e¿ch virtue may be... Jan was the embodiment of all virn¡es intcgrated together. (SmCfII 1973:
3ó.)

This explanation is consistent with Stocker's point, noted above, that the higher level
synthesizing category is not a simple collection of goods, but that it introduces new
features. (S roocn l99O: 172.)
Because of these inclusions, and evaluations, although not on a very sophisticated
level, im, Confucius' main ethical concept, can be seen as a higher-level synthesizing

category. It is precisely because of this method of inclusions and balancing that we may
say that Confucius has pluralistic elements here.

ödmjuka, dessa ha¡ nära till den sanna dygden-' (HENRIIGON &, HWA¡¡G 1987: 90.) For the texr see
LEGGE l9ó9: 274; Q¡¿ç¡ 1955: 3lÈ311. On AN. 13:27 see also SONG 1983: 58; CHEN, Li-fu
1986:11.

AN. 17:6(p.2ll).Mostof theexplanationappearsinShuChing20:1.(WAlEy 1964:211.)Forthe
text see LEGGE 1969: 320.
9

180). Fingarette says: "'Courteous", "diligent", "loyal", "brave", ,'broad", ..kind",
(13:19; l4:5, 17:6) - thcse arc traditional virtues which give us no insight or other help.' (FINGARETTE
1972:41.)

AN. l4:5 (p.
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3.1. Tao as a higher-level synthesizing category
Tao

É

has more than eighty occurrences in the

A¡alecs. In the previous study (Nxru,{

1992:-69-:79) I divided these according to the contextual meaning into three categories:
general tao, universal tao, tcto of ruling, tao of the Gentleman. l0 Since in the previous
study fao of Confucius was scrutinized and divided into caægories, and every (rcctu¡ence
*"5 1¡ken into account, it is appropriate perhaps to give a sum¡Iutry of the results here.
'General raa' of Confucius is defined in relation to other Confr¡cian ideas and concepts.
The Confr¡cian ideal of antiquity is included in the characteritics of general ra¿ (AN.
l:12,3:16:'Ln¡ 1979: 61,7O; Yn¡ 1972: 18-19). T\is rao of rhe ancients is a model for
the contemporary people (AN. 15:24, l1:19; W¡r¡v 19ó4: 3l). A filial son conrinues
his fathe/s rao without changing it. These retrospective fean:res of rao reflect its continuity
atrd conservatisrn There is a tension between tao and the will of a m¡r¡ who desires high
station and dislikes poverty. ll
There should be a degree of intensity in one's te and. tao, otherwise it is not clear
whether one has them or noL Confucius requires a total commitment to them. Iaa has
an ethical connotation in connection with a
with 'loyalty and consideration', chung sår¡

'tF-,

jen

{l

and the a¡ts, i

4,

and especially

Ë#. Loyalty refers to loyalty to superiors
and consideration to the Golden Rule. These two together a¡e the ideal standard which
is to be the guiding and controlling factor in moral experience, exposing the center of
the Confucian system, and being the very nature of Confucian tao ¿¡d ¡¡nning through
it and being its constn¡ctive principles.12
Taa also expresses intimacy in the social process (AN. 9:29, 30; L¡u 1979: 100).
Iao is closely related with man, it is rooted in man. It is the entity which grows our
of man's activities and is the harmonizing subject of his person and will. Its function is

to

ll

In ,h" first pan (books one to ten) there a¡e 39 occurrences, of which all 39 appear in Confucius'
words, and in the later part there are 50 occurrences which include 33 in Confucius' own words (HU
Chih-kuei 1965:5).Forashortsummaryof Confucian tao,væl!.D.SMITI{ 1973 6546.-tægge
translaæs r¿o in the Analects in the following 2l ways: road, path, way, couße, path of duty, duty,
characteristic, truth, right, doctine, principle, rule, things, studies and employments, well insgucted,
government, governed, order, lead, speak, say. (NfKIfl-Á l9l2:.69.)

l:ll.

AN.
The same sentence is rcpeated in AN. 4:20- See also AN. 19:18; [lrU 1979: 61, 75, 155;
CHENG Shu-te 1974: 3840; Lru Pao-nan & LIU Kung-mien 1973: 15-fó.
AN. 4:5. Lau says
that this sÊnlence is most likcly com.rpl The sentence should read: 'Poverty and low station a¡c what
men dislike, but if I got them in the right way I would not ty to escape from them.' (LÃJ 1979;72;

-

t2

cf.Ntr<I<trji t9l2:.70-)

AN.

19:2; LáU 1979: 153. 'Ch'en regards Te and Tao as being almost interchangeable concepts in
Contucius'philosophy. CHEN Ta-cht 1967:,7t; (NtroflÁ 1992: 20.) æ, tr,
(AN. 7:6), É,Ð.
(AN. 4:15, 105; LECCE 19ó9: 170; KARLGREN 1972:.265:' WALEY 1964: 105). Wilhelm úanslates
,$. as 'Bevusstsein der Mitte' (WILHELM 1950: 89). Se¿ also FINGARETTE 1979. .Êl 'rcfers to rying
one's best and to keeping one's position, (as whcn thc father has his position or rank, and the son has
his and is loyal to his father, and both takc care of their responsibilities.)' (CH[J Hsi 1952:.231. cf.
Ntr<Ktr Á 1992: 69.)
See also AN. 4:15, 15:23, 5:ll; KARLGREN 1972:.43; MAI{OOD l97l:9;
MIYAZAKI 1965: 86. ,S, is interpreted as 'thc mean in action' (HAÀ,IBURGER 1959: 329).

*

-
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the ennoblement of one's person and self and will to act in accordance with øo. One's
own activity is needed in order to broaden tao,bvt tao c nnotenlarge -ao. t3
Confucius' ú¿o is the only right too, to be distinguished from other f¿os. However,
one may have a limited excbange of ideas with the supporters of other taos (cf . Rossuo¡n
1976:, 470). Confi¡cian røo is of the uunost importance. It is the goal of life; one is ready
to die after being told about the way. (AN. 4:8; Cmr 1981: ,141.)ra
This summary allows us to see that the 'general r¿¿' includes different characæristics.
Îù/e may therefore conclude 'general úøo' appears
as a higher-level moral principle. The
mutual relationships between these characteristics a¡e not discussed. However, some
problems within each characteristic was pondered to some ext€nt, as seen above.
'Universal tao' is tao which prevails in the country or in the whole empire according
to the will of Heaven or Destiny ô'. The fi¡st characteristic of this universal ra¿ is the
tao of certtraltz*.Å authority. This means that ever¡hing in the governmental administration
functions harmoniously and well. Every official has his own task to perform.ls
The next cha¡acteristic is one's attitude to this ¡¿o. Riches must not be accepted
against tao,when t¿o does not prevail XTtrË. To accomplish great tasks is far more
important than short-sighted small gains. \When rao prevails XTÉ'Ë, Confucius'ideas
are welcomed, and he does not need to try to alter things. (AN. 8:13, 4:5,13;17 Crn¡c
Chien 1989:42.)
In terms of higherlevel synthesizing categories, this universal ta¿ is another aspect
of view to 'general lao', which becomes universal when it is applied universally 'under

Heaven'XT.
'Iaa of ruling'

is a principle of government adminisûation used by kings and ministers.

This f¿o requires one to rule by using ø l* and ü Ë- (N. 19:22,3:16,1:12; Kn¡¡{eRs
1979: 59). Those who do not have taa must not be killed by the ruler (AN. 2:3; Ts.nt
Jen-hou L986:21; Ecenoo 1990: 84; AN. 12:19). But an officer or minisrer should
retire if he is not allowed to exercise his principles of ruling (AN. I l:23-24; Rusn¡
1986: 166; EsER 1986: 144-145).

In the terms of higher-level synthesizing categories, this rao is the same as the
preceeding ones, but used in ding. For this purpose, some lower-level categories, such
as using te and li, and the anitude towards the opponents of, tao arc added. Close to this
is ¿ao of those who rule. This is the 't¿o of the Gentleman' Ë7. This is acquired
(AN. 19:7) and by association with those who already have it (AN.
through learning

+

l:I4,19:19; FNcnRerrE 1972:21). Another cha¡acteristic is the 'roor' and the small
taos. Tao grows in attending to the root ã , which refers to frliality # and fraternal
submission #. Opposite to these 'roots' or primary rhings stand the 'small tao' 4rË
13

l4

15

AN. 15:28. LAU 1979: 136; Srmr SAN CHING CHU SU 1977: t40; CHLJ Hsi tg52: lto. Chu
follows this interpretation (CHU T'ien-kuang-hung 1916:1028). CREEL 1954: 4748; CIIAN 1970:
15; ToNc 1969:522; TU Wei-ming 1989:2.
AN. ó:12, 15, 17, 15:39, 40. See also AN. 2:ló, 9l; WALEy t964:.91; FRANKE 1953: 75; FORKE
1925: I l2-118. Watts says: 'to follow its own &o, because if we do not allow all other things their

tæ.' (WATTS 1978: 108.)
AN. 14:36, 38, 16:2. YAÈ.IG 1959: l3E. 'Verdensalters store harmoni, tao, er er forbillede som det
f¿p we cannot expect to have our own

menneskelige samfi¡nd skal afternigne og efrerstrclbe,...' (EGEROD 1964: 315). Soe also LIDIN 1974:

5-9.
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such as agriculture, medicine, etc., which have thei¡ importance, 'but, if pursued too far
they tend to prove a hindrance; for which reason a Gentleman does not cultivate them.'
(AI{. 1:2.) The Gentleman prefers tao over ¿ll, other considerations. Modesty in appearance
is an essential part of this ,øo, but it is not the only sufficient requirement. 16

A Gentleman who has tao has no worries about the future, is decisive, reverent to
superiors, generous in caring for the common people, just in employing their services,
not violent, tn¡sú¡l in appearance, not boorish or un¡easonable in speech. (AN. 5:15-16,
8:4, 14:28,30.)
A Gentieman

Èlf loves his fellow men, and the small man is e:ìsy to cornrnand. The
Gentleman is pleased when he is served according to the way. The small man zJrÅ is
his opposite in this respect. Here again, new cha¡acteristics orlower-level categories are
added according to the usage of tao by the Gentleman. In this context, the ¡¿o of an
officer or shih

t

is worth mentiooing: It entails on undemanding style of life and the

heaviness of his duty.

(NrcCIi, 1992: 171176; AlrL lT:4,13:25,8:7,

1B:2.)

In terms of the contents oî. tao, it may therefore be divided into general ¡ao, universal
tao, tao of ruling, tao of. the Gentleman. Confucius himself does not use these tenns.
However, the materials show that ¡¿o does fall into these types. The division exists as a
background pattern of thought, which can be seen in the Confucian usage of the concept
tao.The discussion above shows that tao is a higher-level synthesizing category which
has lower-level ones. Each typof taa has some specific lowerlevel categories according
to its usage. This means that the relationships between the lower-level categories of rao
are grouped according to the usage of tao.In other words, the lower-level categories are
balanced against each other from the point of pragmatism (vm Bnercr, & S¡uNoens
1989: 268). However, we cannot say that this balancing is done 'in regard to each other
in evaluatively distinctive and proper ways' (Srocrrn l99Q: 172). The balancing is on
quite a primitive level of thought, but what is important is that the idea is contained by
tao.

t6 AN. t:2: Ê=it'.*,:irù, rÍiäg, +*&ã,Hh,tr¿fræ.LEGGE 1969: r38-r39: LAv t979;
59. Cf. ROBERTS 1966:47. For mauers which arc *, see AN. 19:12; LAU 1979:154. Actions like
sweeping and cleaning are regarded as being opposite to the basic Ë or essential concerns of the
gentleman (LECCE 1969: 343; AN. l9:4; YEN 1972: 18: AN. 15:3 l-32, 14: l4).
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33. Te

as a higherJevet synthesizing category

Ze ffi, vi¡tre, includes loyalty É* and good faith 1È and the right kind of social environrnenq
where right
prevails as well as the idea of antiquity. 'The work first, the rewa¡d
afterwa¡ds' (AN. 12:10, 14:6).

ff

1¿ includes taking the essential ttrings into account:
The Master said, The men of the south have a saying, 'Without st¿bility a man will not even make
a good shatnan or witchdoctor'&*. V/ell said! Of rhe maxim: 'if you do nor stabilize a¡ act to
æ, you will get evil by it (instead of good)', the Masær said" They (i.e. soothsayers) do not simply
read the omens å Tbe wu
should rcad the omens. (AN. l3:22.)tr

![

The passage apparently implies that one must not leave the essential or necessary
thing undone, even though this might no,6. rsalized by outsiders: the soothsayers did
not read the omens, although it should have been done. Another passage in this same
spirit is one stressing that in undertâkings of great moral import one should be absolute,
but in lesser matters a certain latitude is allowed.¡8
A reciprocal atútude is related.to te. one should meet pao ffi, resentment, witlr
upright dealing and a wirh a.(AN. 14:36; NxxnÃ 1982: I78; Nrv¡sor.¡ 197&-79:53.)
Some characteristics are excluded from f¿, and others are irrelevant for te. 'Clever
talk can confound the workings of ø, just as small impatiences can confound great

projects' EÈffiæ, ¡Jiõßt# (AN. 15:26). swiftness to speak is incompatible with
a. rilhat has been heard, should be practiced frst (AN. 17:14,14:s). one's ø should be
real or genuine and not semblance (AN. 17:13; cf. the interpretarion in Mencius 7:37,
I-æne 1969:500-501).
To have wealth does not necessæily mean one possesses re (AIr[. 16:12).

Te has some cha¡acteristics which can be said to be its lower-level categories. The
Analects does not discuss their mutual relationships, but does, howeve¡, pay some
attention to thei¡ relationships to re.
In these higher-level categories jez, shih, no and te, we can see that they are divided
into lower-level categories. The mutual relationships between the lower-level categories
are not investigated in any detail. Some relationships between the lower-level categories
a¡d the higher-level a¡e discussed however. with these tbree categories, tao, jen andte,

Confucius approaches pluralisrn, but there is little attempt to investigate and define thei¡
cootents rationally.

t7

t8

KREMSMAYER 1956:66-77: THIEL 1969: 149-2A4i NrKKrLd L9B2:.44 15,53-54. The srârement
on ¡¿ is a quotation from the I ching 32,3, the Hang Hexagram (LEcctE 1963). Sec also cHU Hsi
1952: 92; cf. NIKKtrii, 1992:. 57.
19: I l, 22ó. 'Undertakings of great moral impon are mâtters such as loyalty, keeping promises,
obedience to parents, the laws which govern conduct. \ryALEY 1964:226. This interpretation follows
Chu Hsi, who interprcs
ffi as big things and rJrffi as small things. CHU Hsi 1952: 133. These

AN.

t

have also been interpreted as good people and less good people. CHENG shu-te 191,4

(NrKKrLÄ t992:57.)

4I

ll4l.'

The materials above test$ that Conñ¡cius did speak about the qualitative differences
between values. He spoke about different sorts of goods, not different sources of the
same good, as monists do. In the qualitative differences of values, Confucius has the
following points of pluralism: He discusses different values, places them into an order
of preference, but some values a¡e indifferent, some values are sacrificed for others,
some values may be forgone as not as important as that value which is chosen. A value
which is not preferr€d, can be obtained only when certain conditions prevail. He places
values into an order of preference. He has schemes in which all the values of the lower
rank a¡e subsumed in the higher rank.
Confi¡cius has a special patteru of thought which contains the idea of lack or negative
characteristics. This coincides with the second mark of plurality. If we take the pluraiity
and see it in the light of confucius' opinions about lacks, we get a more sophisticated
pattern of thought than that which Stocker offers. Stocker views the defects as negative
phenomena, but Confucius sees the positive sides as well. The agent must have certain
negative characteristics in order to have the good life. Moreover, such characteristics
vary in their strength, and Confi¡cius assessed the lacks in this respect. Some a¡e necessâry
and some are only recommended, and some are allowed. If we see this in terms of
pluralism, this respect for lacks in Confucius' pluralism is more sophisticated than that

of Stocker's.
In the higher-level synthesizing categories, the Analects testify to the existence of
such categories. In the case of tao, jen and p, we note that these a¡e divided into
lower-level categories. However, Confucius handles these on a less rational level than
he should if he were a strong pluralist. He discusses the relationships between the
lower-level and higher-level categories, but mainly leaves the relationships between the
lowerlevel categories without attention, excpt that in connec,tion wi¡h taa he has different
lower-level cha¡acteristics according to the usage of tao.
The lack of rational thinking which is in Confucius' thinking about lower-level
categories of the higher-level synthesizing categories is offset by the more sophisticated
thinking in his ideas of lack. This notion corrects the we¿knesses of Confucius' position
as a pluralist and redeems to some extent his chances of approaching proper choices.
When we assess Confucius' moral thinking, we can see that his intention and the
main di¡ection of his moral thought was that of a pluralist. Since he displayed a rich and
deep thinking about the negative cha¡acteristics, a closer study of these could reveal
new features in his moral thinking.
We do not do justice to the materials if we label his thinking exclusively as monism,
since methodologically he has clear and distinct features of pluralism. On the other
hand, we cannot label him exclusively a pluralist either, because pârt of his thinking
about higher-level synthesizing categories and the lower-level categories lacks sufficiently
distinct and proper balancing (Slocrrn 1990: 172), and consequently it cannot be said
that it follows pluralism. Oa the other hand, we cannot expect this kind of rational
quality in thinking which is from the time when philosophical thinking was only beginning
on Chinese soil. Nevertheless, the materials show that in some aspects the thinking is
quite well developed rationally, for example in the sophisticated discussion of lacks.
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Since Confucius' thinking may be said to inhabit the ground between monism and

pluralism and has taken into account different values we may pose the question of
whether he sees any contradictions between different values, whether he recognizes
moral dilemmas.
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